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Abstract:
In many areas of the West, range sheep are not able, in all seasons of the year, to obtain enough
nutrients from range forage to produce lambs and wool efficiently. Supplements have been used to
alleviate obvious deficiencies. Defining the food elements that are deficient in range forage is often a
great problem.

Colleges and experiment stations of the western states are attempting to define the common nutritional
deficiencies found in range sheep.

Several experimental feeding trials have been used to measure the effect of supplements fed to range
sheep. The methods used have included a pasture rotation design, an individual sheep feeding and
range herding plan, and several group feeding and range herding methods.

A modification of other group feeding and range herding experimental . methods was set up at the Utah
State Agricultural College experimental area on the southern Utah desert in the fall of 1951. With this
modified group feeding and range herding design, sheep were separated into seven equal groups and
six of these groups were fed different supplements. It took approximately one hour and fifteen minutes
to do this separating and feeding. The corrals used in this design could be quickly and easily moved.
The movable corrals facilitated good range herding practices.

This design, which was used for seven groups of sheep, could be changed with slight modifications to
accomodate nine groups of sheep. 
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ABSTRACT
In many areas of the West, range sheep' are not" able, in all seasons of 

the year, to obtain enough nutrients from range forage to produce"lambs and 
wool efficiently. Supplements have been used to alleviate obvious 
deficiencies. Defining the food elements that are deficient in range for
age is often a great problem.

Colleges and experiment stations of the western states are attempting 
to define the common nutritional deficiencies found in range sheep.
Several experimental feeding trials have been used to measure the effect of 
supplements fed to range sheep. The methods used have included a pasture 
rotation design, an individual sheep feeding and range herding plan, and 
several group feeding and range herding methods.

A modification of other group feeding and range herding experimental . 
methods was set up at the Utah State Agricultural College experimental 
area on the southern Utah desert in the fall of 1951* With this modified 
group feeding and range herding design, sheep were separated into seven 
equal groups and six of these groups were fed different supplements. It 
took approximately one hour and fifteen minutes to do this separating and 
feeding. The corrals used in this design could be quickly and easily moved. 
The movable corrals facilitated good range herding practices.

This design, which was used for seven groups of sheep, could be 
changed with slight modifications to accomodate nine groups of sheep.
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INTRODUCTION-

The wide and continued use of supplements for range sheep definitely 

establishes the industry's recognition of the need for supplements; how

ever, the need has not been too closely or,clearIy defined.

The components of a sheep's diet commonly considered in supplementing 

range forage are energy, protein, minerals, vitamins, and water.- These

food elements are all necessary for growth, maintenance, and reproduction
<

of the animal. A subnormal supply of any one, or part of, or a combination 

of these food elements will result in reduced production. To avoid or 

remedy this reduced production and its resultant lowered cash return, 

ranchers often feed supplements. It is obvious that adding only the amount 

of the element or elements lacking in the sheep's diet would be the most 

profitable.' The determination of specific and exact -amounts of"individual 

food elements needed for supplementation on- the range is quite impossible 

because of many outside influences which include individual sheep differ

ences, range topography and soil differences, constantly changing climatic 

conditions, and variations in management«

Finding the amount or amounts of specific food elements which may 

restrict range sheep production is difficult. The body energy is geherally 

supplied by carbohydrates. The sources of carbohydrates for sheep are 

widely varied, abundant, and relatively cheap. Even so, lack of energy 

feed is often a limiting factor in economic sheep production. Fat, as 

found in animal feeds, is also utilized as energy. Its relatively high 

cost minimizes, its use for an energy supplement.



Protein is a general term which includes many complete amino acids. 

Certain amounts of a number of these amino acids are essential for a 

sheep’s well being. Sheep, however, have the ability to synthesize, in 

their rumen, essential amino acids from a general protein source, and to a 

limited extent they may utilize nitrogen from non-protein sources, such as 

urea. Proteins are generally available for animal feed, although they are \ 

Usually more costly than carbohydrates. For this reason, it is' not wise to 

feed protein in excess of the daily animal protein requirement, as the ex

cess protein is not stored in the body; but rather utilized as energy. 

Minerals, as the term is used here, refer to a group of inorganic 

elements necessary to animal life.. The elements generally included are 

calcium, phosphorus, sodium, potassium, chlorine, magnesium, iron, sulfur, 

iodine, manganese, copper, cobalt, and zinc. Most of these elements are 

supplied in sufficient amount by the ordinary feed of a range sheep, but 

some are known to be lacking.

The common mineral deficiencies on Montana.ranges are.salt (sodium and. 

chlorine), iodine, and phosphorus. Plain salt given free-choice rather 

easily solves the salt problem, In areas demonstrating iodine deficiencies, 

the use of iodized salt, rather than plain salt, satisfies the lack of 

iodine as well as salt. Phorphorus deficiencies are more difficult to 

alleviate. A rancher may suffer an economic loss in his livestock because 

of a phosphorus deficiency and still not have obvious symptoms of phorphorus 

deficiencies in his animals. Means and methods of supplementing phosphorus,, 

are not always efficient. . . .
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The vitamins are a group of complex organic substances necessary in 

minute amounts to sustain life. At this time, the only vitamin deficien

cies demonstrated as problems in range sheep are vitamins A and Ei The 

lack of vitamin A may cause night blindness and may impair reproduction. 

Muscular dystrophy or white muscle, disease in lambs is thought to be caused* 

by a vitamin E deficiency. The supplementing of these vitamins is not 

widely practiced. -

Water is very necessary for animal life. Animals react more sharply 

to a shortage of water than they do to a shortage of feed. Sheep are noted 

for their ability to take advantage of available moisture supplies in snow, 

dew, and succulent forage, in place of, or in supplementing, actual drink

ing water. Modern technical improvements and the increased value of lambs 

and wool may make the supplementing of water of economic importance, In . 

many areas of limited water supply, water is hauled to sheep.-

Because-winter sheep, ranges are all potentially deficient in energy, 

protein, phosphorus, vitamin A, vitamin E, and water; a means of deter- • 

mining and defining these deficiencies is important. Six items are not 

imposing as a list, but by adding the rancher*s questions.the problem 

becomes much larger.

1. Which supplement should be fed?

2. Should a combination of supplements be fed?

3. How much supplement should be fed?

• 4«' How often should the supplement be fed? Daily? Every other day?

5« In what season should the supplement be fed?
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6. How should the supplement be fed? As hay? .Grain? Pellets? In ' 

troughs, racks, or on the ground? As mineral blocks? As a drench?

7a Does the age of the animals haver any effect on the amount or kind 

Of"supplements that they need?

8, Will the same supplement be necessary every year?

9a Will the same supplement give results.on a neighboring ranch or on 

a ranch a hundred miles away.

Many people think they have answers to these questions, but, for 

answers with a Sound basis, practical experimental methods of testing these 

supplements must be used. This thesis, reviews some experimental methods 

used for measuring the value of supplements to range sheep, and describes a 

modified experimental design which has been used in a group feeding and 

range herding experiment.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
For an experiment to give accurate information, it must attempt to 

hold all variables constant except the one in question. Accurate records, 

a uniform application of treatment,.minimized outside influences, and many 

replications, including a number of years in different land areas, are all 

important, as is the use of large numbers of animals per treatment, 

(Stoddartj 1952), .

In an experiment designed to test the value of supplement53- it is 
necessary to study the range in question as to what supplements would be 

the most helpful, Harris, 'et.,al. ..(1952) say that:

"Research needed in four phases of range nutrition before 
recommendations can be made to stockmen on feed supplements and man
agement practices. These phases include (l) factors that affect the 
chemical composition of a given range species, (2) the botanical and 
nutritive composition of the sheep’s diet, (3) .supplementary feeding 
trials on a detailed experimental basis and (4) supplementary feeding 
trials on a practical basis using some of the most valuable supple
ments in various combinations,.amounts, and seasons."

SBpplemehtal Feeding' ih Pastures

Schmutg (1941) and Richards (1942) describe a pasture method used in 

measuring the effect of supplemental feeding of range ewes. Four represen

tative groups of sheep and four adjoining pastures were used. The pastures 

were fenced sheep tight and were nearly equal in forage composition and 

total forage available. For the minimizing of pasture differences, the 

sheep -were rotated from pasture to pasture every two weeks while on 

experiment.

Three groups were supplemented during the experiment ignd one group, 

used as a control, received only "range, forage. Every effort was made to
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handle all four groups' alike in the weighing, moving, and watering.

Range Herding and Individual Feeding 

A method of individually supplementing range herded sheep was 

developed by Utah State Agricultural College. The design is described in 

detail by Harris, e t .al,.(1952). Meldrum, et al..(1948) and Woodland 

(1952) also tell of the use of this design.
The first trials were set up with seven groups of eighteen sheep each, 

with six age classes. Care was taken to get all seven groups as equal as 

possible, particularly in respect to age and weight. The treatments 

included two levels of energy supplements, two levels of protein, two 

levels of phosphorus, and one control group which received only range for- 

age. The energy supplement was supplied as a barley pellet,the protein as 

a soybean oil meal pellet, and the phosphorus as a monosodium phosphate 

drench.
In a later trial, a detailed factorial design was set up so that in

formation could be obtained on various combinations as well as oh levels of 

supplements fed. "This design included three levels of three supplements 

fed to six age groups. This combination of supplements, levels of feeding, 

and ages was so involved that with the limited, numbers (108 sheep) Only one 

sheep was available per age group per treatment.

The sheep used on these trials were herded on the range each day in
\

the same manner as any range sheep. They were corralled every night and - 

fed every other morning in individual portable pens. The sheep" to be fed 

were branded with red paint numbers on the back and the controls branded
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similarly with black paint, Erom the bed corral (Figure I), the sheep.were 

. put into the center holding pen between the individual feeding pens. The 

red branded sheep were put into the feeding pens indiscriminately, and the 

black branded sheep were released into the holding corral. The supplements 

had bpen Weighed out in numbered papep sacks before feeding time; thus the 

sheep could be quickly and efficiently fed by giving each animal the feed 

in the numbered sack that corresponded with the brand on the animal!s back. 

As soon as all sheep on one side had eaten their supplement, they were re

leased into the side holding pen and from there into the holding, corral, so 

the individual pens might be used again. When all sheep had been fed, they 

were released from the holding pen to the open range. With this system, 

using fifty-six individual pens, 1$6 sheep could be fed in about two hours, 

(Harris, ,et.jal., 1952)«

The portable pens were constructed of lumber with double 2" x 4" 

slotted bases, each two such bases supporting eight 4#" long x  46|" high 
panels which formed the sides of the individual pens. The ends, l6^ir wide 

x  36" high, were attached to the sides by detachable hinges and hooks and ■ 
eyes. The front end had an Stl x lo|M oval hole through which the sheep 

could put its head to eat the supplement. The supplement was fed in a 

galvanized bucket. The relative ease of moving these corrals and pens 

made them very .adaptable to range conditions.
7-l.

The effect of continued handling on range sheep was considered. As a 

check on this, two randomized groups of sheep were selected at the begin

ning of these trials to be used for controls.. One group of these sheep was
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Bed and holding corral

Side holding pens

Individual feeding pens

Center holding pen

Panel construction

Panel gates
Holding corral

Snow fence

Figure I —  Approximate corral plan for individual feeding 

(Harris, et al., 1952)



returned to the'large band of range sheep, and the other group was kept in 

the small., experimental bhnd. For three consecutive years, no statistically 

significant difference was found between the control group in the large 

band and the similar group in the small band.

The measurements of the effects of the supplement treatments included 

monthly weights of the ewes while on . experiment", blood tests for hemoglobin, 

phosphorus, calcium, carotene, and vitamin A, flebce weights of the ewes, 

number ef ewes lambing, number of lambs born, and the.number and weight of 

the lambs at weaning.

Range Herding and Group Feeding

Darroch et.al. (1950) tell of a group feeding and range herding experi

ment in Montana in which the season the sheep' were supplemented was the ■ 

main consideration. The ewes were randomized by breeding and age into 

thirty-two sub-groups of approximately fourteen sheep each.

The factors included in this experiment were the following:

Ha Feeding supplement during the pre-breeding period, October 13 to 
October 27 (14 days); none or l/2 pound concentrates daily per ewe.

b Feeding'supplement during the breeding period, October 2S to Decem
ber 7 (40 days); none or l/3 pound concentrates daily per ewe.

c Feeding supplement during the early pregnancy period, December' 8 
to March 16 (99 days); none or l/2 pound concentrates daily per 
ewe.

d Feeding supplement during the late.pregnancy or pre-lambing period, 
March 17 until the lambs were dropped; none or 1/2 pound concen
trates daily per ewe.

e Condition of the ewes at the commencement of the experiment; poor 
or good.

All possible combinations of these factors resulted in thirty-two sub
treatments ."
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These sheep were herded on the range ...during the day and every evening 

they were brought into a corral where they were separated with a cutting 

gate into two groups. One group<was fed concentrates and one group was not 

fed. The separating and feeding, which was done by.one man, usually took 

less than an hour. After feeding, the sheep were recombined and bedded as 

one flock for the night. The operation of this experiment was very simplej 

therefore, the cost of operation was low.

Records were kept on the weights' of the ewes at the beginning of the 

experiment, weights of the ewes at the end of each feeding period,.and 

fleece weights of the ewes at shearing. The lamb's birth dates, birth 

weights, sex, and weaning weights were also recorded. The data were analyz

ed by each sub-treatment.

Experimental supplementation of range ewes by separating them into 

groups for feeding and herding them all together was. reported by Chittenden, 

et.al, (1934) • The 921 ewes in the experiment were put in a corral each ' 

night ( F i g u r e . At daylight, the,..sheep were brought into the chute, and, 

with one man at the cutting gates, the sheep were separated5 a dog held 
each group, in turn, at one end of a feeding pen while" the herder spread 

the supplement in the t rough's at the other end of the pen. After the feed 

was scattered, the sheep were allowed to eat and as they finished, they 

were released to the range. ' .

*Thls design was not in the„original reference but was obtained, from John 

Williams, who worked with this experiment,
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Bed and holding corral

Four cutting gates

Holding

feeding

Panel construc

tion

I Panel

Woven wire

Scale l/32 in. equals I ft.

Figure 2 —  Approximate corral plan for group feeding, 1934

(Chittenden et al., 1934)
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All corrals and pens, with the exception of the chute and gates, were 

made of woven wire. Wooden panels were used for the chute and gates. The 

cutting gates were built into the chute.

In the fall of 1948, another group feeding trial was set up in Montana, 

(Van Horn, et al., 1950)• The major objective of this experiment was to 

observe the results of feeding equal amounts of supplemental concentrates

Figure 3 —  Montana group feeding experiment, 1949 

(The troughs were normally in the pens in the foreground, 

but were temporarily moved because of snow conditions.)

at four different levels of crude protein to ewes being wintered on the 

range. In order to get adequate information to apply the results of this 

trial to any other area or year, it was also necessary to attempt to



develop a reliable sampling technique to determine the chemical composition 

of the range.forage consumed by the sheep.

Approximately one thousand ewes were sorted as to age, breeding, anrj 

weight. They were then divided into four groups, at random, in an attempt 

to equalize the groups as nearly as possible. The groups were given numbers 

one through four, branded, each in a different color, on the back of the 

sheep. This branding was to facilitate the separating of the groups.

The.management of these sheep was kept as parallel as possible to the 

operation of a typical Montana sheep ranch. The sheep were range herded 

and bedded out, but every morning at daylight, the sheep were brought into .a 

"V" entrance to a chute (Figure 4), and the sheep separated into the four 

groups for feeding by means of four cutting gates, which were operated by 

one man. Another man with a dog held the sheep in the -ltV7' and kept the 

sheep moving down the chute. After the sheep were all separated, the 

supplements for the two groups nearest the feeding pens were put into 

troughs in the feeding'.pens, and these twb groups released to the feed (Fig

ure 3)« While they were eating, the two groups remaining were brought up 

to the holding pens nearest the feeding pens. When the first' two groups 

finished eating, they were released and the next two groups were fed and . 

released.

The four cutting gates were built into a portable unit (Figures 5 and 
6). (The Animal Industry and Range Management Department .of Montana State 

College has blueprints of this four-gate sheep cutting unit.) The chute 

leading to the cutting gates was made of solid board panels and the 11V'! was

— 18—
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Feeding

Four-gate cutting unit

Hold- ■ ■ ing
Panel construction

$ Panel gates

Snow fencepens

Woven wire

Figure 4 —  Approximate corral plan for group feeding, 1949

(Van Horn, et al., 1950)
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of snow fence. The long sides, the long center partition, and the end 

opposite the 11V 1 were planned to be made of woven wire and steel posts. 
The rest of the partitions were of ordinary open open panels with the

Figure 5 —  The chute and portable four-gate cutting unit

exception of the double swinging gates for releasing the sheep from the 

holding pens to the feeding pens. At three predetermined camp sites, the 

woven wire construction and the gate posts for the swinging gates were 

completed. These skeleton corrals greatly facilitated moving camp.
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The troughs used were made of rough lumber with a solid base holding 

them about fourteen inches off the ground. Approximately one foot of 

trough space was allowed for each sheep. A square blade shovel just wide

enough to fit the trough bottom, ten inches, was kept at hand to clean the 

troughs when necessary.
As the winter progressed, it was found difficult to separate the sheep 

when they had snow or frost on their backs; so the sheep were painted with
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^iffergnt colors on the head to 'facilitate the ehute cutting of.the groups. 

With a little practice, two men and a gpod dog could separate and feed 

these four groups, totaling over one thousand sheep, in about one and one- 

half hours.
In the second year of this experiment, another randomized group of 

fifty sheep was added to the experiment (Van Horn, et al., 1952)« These 

sheep were used as controls and. did not receive any supplements. They were 

separated into a small pen on the side of the cutting chute (Figure-7) and 
released after all the other sheep had been fed. The four-gate cutting 

unit with the open end made it possible.to separate the sheep into five 

groups.
Another randomized group of fifty sheep was added to the experiment in 

the third year. This group was riot kept with the range band but rather was 

maintained at a. high plane of nutrition at the college farm during the 

experimental feeding period of January through March. ,

For the 1951-52 trial, two more groups were added. This made a total 

of four groups of approximately two" hundred ewes each and" three groups of 

seventy ewes each in the range band, and one group of seventy ewes at the 

college farm.
In order to separate the additional groups, another holding pen and 

two more cutting gates were added to the original design (Van Horn, 1952). 

The four large groups were separated by the four-gate cutting chute, and 

the three small groups were allowed to go through into a long narrow holding 

pen (Figure 8)» After the four large groups had been fed and released, the
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Feeding

Four-gate cutting unit
Holding

Pamel construction

Panel

Snow fence

Woven wire

Scale

Figure 7 —  Approximate corral plan for group feeding, 1950-51

(Van Horn, et al., 1952)
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Two-gate cutting unit

Feeding

Holding pen

Four-gate cutting unit

Holding
Panel construction

A Panel gates

Snow fence
Woven wire

Figure 8 —  Approximate corral plan for group feeding, 1952

(Van Horn, 1952)
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three small groups were put through a two-gate cutting chute at the end of 

the holding pen where the group receiving no supplement was allowed to go
Ithrough while the other two small grbupjs were cut into the feeding pens. 

Because of the small numbers, seventy sheep, it was not difficult to put 

the feed into the trough's while the sheep were in the "pens»

As these ewes had been bred, it was necessary to exercise special care 

in handling so as to prevent'loss of the foetus due to mechanical injury. 

Undue crowding in the "V", icy spots in the chute, and lack of control of 

the dogs were some of the obvious hazards. Releasing the sheep from the 

holding pens to the feeding pens was also a bad place for crowding. The 

double swinging gates were designed to prevent this crowding. • However* the 

sheep crowded badly when they saw the herder putting the feed in the 

troughs. Solid panels, were used to an advantage in place of the swinging 

gates. The solid panels were unfastened at both ends and allowed to fall 

■ forward, and the sheep came out over them. The advantage of the solid 

panels was mainly that the sheep could not see the feed being put into the 

troughs and -did not have as much time to anticipate the release to the feed. 

The-, solid panels were easier to set up at a new camp than were the swinging 

gates.
The separating of these ewes was discontinued each spring about ten 

days before lambing began because of the increased chance of mechanical 

injury to the sheep- due to handling. . '

The measurements of the results of these trials were tabulated by 

supplemental feed group. ■ These measurements included w e  weights at the
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beginning of the experiment (Figure 9), ewe weights at various times during

the winter, and ewe weights at the end of the feeding period.

The lambing data, also by groups, gave the number of ewes lambing; 

number of live lambs recorded; number of live single lambs recorded; number 

of live twins recorded; per cent of ewes at lambing with live lambs recorded; 

per cent of live lambs recorded of ewes at lambing; number of dry ewes; per

Figure 9 —  Weighing and branding the sheep at the beginning 

of the experimental feeding period

cent of ewes dry at lambing; per cent of two year old ewes on experiment 

that did not lamb; average birth weight of single lambs; average birth 

weight of twin lambs; weighted average of birth weights of all lambs; total 

pounds of lamb born per group; and average pounds of live lamb per ewe
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beginning the experiment feeding trial.

The wool data included the average group grease and clean fleece 

weights by grade; per cent of fleeces having defects by groups, ages, and 

grade; and the per cent .of fleeces in each group grading staple length.

Blood samples were taken during the feeding period and analyzed for 

calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin A.

The chemical composition of the forage consumed by the sheep was 

approximated by chemical analysis of the major range plants and by utili

zation studies of these plants.

Lamb weights and loss records were analyzed from birth to weaning. 

The sheep were lambed together, ranged in the foothills during the spring, 

and summered in the mountains, of the.Gallatin National Forest. The lamb 

weights taken were birth weights; occasional intermediate weights; on 

forest weights;. and off forest (weaning) weights.

An income analysis was made on the returns of lamb and wool among 

groups»

Much of the analysis of the detailed and varied data of this experi

ment was'facilitated by the use of International Business Machines.

Lewis (1952) reports"-bhat South Dakota State College has established 

range herding and group feeding trials. The methods being used in South 

Dakota are based on the Montana group feeding and range herding methods.



"■"METHOD P D  (PBOCEDUEE
A modification of the original Montana design for supplemental group 

feeding and range herding of sheep was set up at the Utah State Agricultural 

College experimental area on the southern Utah desert in the fall of 1951»

The sheep were borrowed from a rancher in the area, Who also supplied 

the range. The' 588"sheep for the experiment were ranged on the same range 
as the band from which they were selected.

Range surveys had been carried out in the experimental area to deter

mine the most obvious nutritional deficiencies-.-' The experimental rations 

Were based on these surveysand the results of the individual sheep feeding 

trials of the previous years.

The sheep"were selected in a random manner from a band of approxi

mately 3,600 sheep. The selected sheep were mouthed for age, making certain 

of at least ninety-eight sheep from each age group. The age groups included 

were lambs, yearlings," two-year-olds, three-year-olds, four to six-year- 

olds, and sheep over six years of age. These sheep were scored for! 

condition, were weighed and ear tagged# fhe ear tag number of the sheep, 

the age, condition, and weight were all marked directly on an International. 

Business Machine card. ,

The International Business Machine cards with this information were 

taken to the Statistical Laboratory for randomization of the sheep into 

seven.groups (Table I). Four lots were branded with different colors of 

paint on the head, two lots were branded on the back, and one lot was not 

branded. Six of these lots were fed different supplemental feeds, and the
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Table I Grouping of sheep, by age and treatment (Harris, 1952).. 

Age of ,ewes . ■ ■ Groups____________ __________  . -Total

I . 2 . 3 ' "4 5 - 1 ;6 7
Lambs 14 14 14 . 14 14 14 14 98
I year 14 14 ' 14 14 14 14 14 98.
2 years' 14 14 14. ■ 14 14 14 14 ■ 9$
3 years 14 14 14 14 14" 14 14 98
4 to 6 years 14 14 14 ' 14 14 14 14 98
over 6 years 14. 14 14 - 1-4 14 .14 14 ■ 98

Total' -84. 84. ' 84 84 84. -84 . 84. 588

one lot not branded was used as a control group, receiving no supplement to 

the range forage.

The corrals to handle these sheep (Figures IOa and 10b) were con

structed so the sheep might be corralled in the large corral for the night, 

Early in the morning, the sheep were started through the chute, and the 

sheep with the paint on the head were separated by one man, at the four-way 

cutting gates, into the four small holding pens. Two groups of sheep from 

small holding pens on opposite sides of the chute were f ed their supplement 

in the feeding pens. The two gates,, on the cutting chute, leading to the 

then empty small holding pens were reversed on their hinges. The three 

groups of sheep which had been allowed to pass through the chute into the 

small corral were then brought back through the chute, and"the two groups 

with paint on their backs were separated into two small holding pens, and' 

the group with ho brand was allowed to -go through into the large corral.•
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Feeding pen

Hold-

Small corralLarge corral

cutting unitFeeding pen

Snow fencePanel construction
Woven wireJt Panel gates

Figure IOa ■—  Group feeding corral plan as used in Utah, 1952

Figure IOb —  The corrals, as set up on the range
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By this time, the first two groups fed had. finished their pellets arid could 

be put from the feeding pens into the large corral. Then, the four groups 

left in the small holding pens were fed in turn and put into the large 

corral. When the sheep were all together in the large corral again, they 

were released to'~fche. range...for range herding during the day. These seven 

groups could be separated and the feeding completed by two men and a dog in 

one hour and fifteen minutes.
The sheep were separated every day and brought up to full feed 

gradually, after which they were fed every other day. The feeding every 

other day minimized handling of-the sheep. However, the sheep were 

corralled every night to prevent any chance of mixing sheep with the large 

band, camped nearby. Whenever the feed became short in a range area, the 

camp was moved. Ordinarily the camp could stay in one place from three to 

six weeks. Two men could move the camp, including the sheep wagon and 

corrals, and set it up in one day.

The perimet.er of the corrals was made of heavy, small mesh, woven wire . 

and of steel posts. The inner-corral separations were made of snow fence, 

wooden panels, and steel posts,. The chute leading to the cutting gates was . 

made of solid panels. A ten foot chute led to the cutting gates from the 

large corral and an eight foot chute from the small corral. Movable short 

panels were put in the division'snow fence of the small holding pens to 

allow the man separating the. sheep to move up and down the whole length of 

the chute.
The sheep were released from the small holding pens.to the feeding pens
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through gates of two, eight foot, solid panels. These panels could be 

swiong or dropped, as preferred, for releasing the sheep. An eight foot 

panel was used as a gate from the feeding pens. The gate from the feeding 

pens meghed in one case with an eight foot open panel in the large corral 

to allow the sheep to be moved directly from the feeding pens to the large 

corral. In the other case, the gate from the feeding corral meshed with 

the two eight foot open panels used as a main gate, from the large corral.

The troughs for feeding these sheep pellets were built of Iu x 10" x 

IQt smooth pine boards. The troughs rested on the-ground and were so con

structed that they formed a trough when either up or down. This two-way 

trough made cleaning e'asier. Approximately ten inches of length of trough 

space was allowed for each sheep.

The measurement, of the results of this experiment was planned to in

clude monthly weights of the sheep; blood analysis; number and weight of. 

lambs born; wool.grades, grease and clean weights; and the numbers and 

weights of the lambs weaned. All data were planned for analysis on Inter

national Business Machines.
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■ DISCUSSION

From the 'experience with this work, both In Utah and Montana, ah even 

further modified corral design might be suggested (Figure 11). The 

perimeter could be made of heavy, small mesh, woven wire, or snow fence and 

of steel posts, the only planned opening being the gate into the large 

corral. To facilitate moving, this fence might be cut into lengths which 

would weigh approximately one hundred pounds, the ends of these lengths of 

fence beihg securely fastened to small poles or steel bars in order that the 

lengths of fence could be easily spliced-." The one hundred pound lengths of 

fence could be readily handled off and on a truck by one man. The six small 

pieces of snow fence needed to form the holding pens could also have small 

poles oh the ends to speed the construction or dismantling of the pens.

Solid panels could be used for the chute sides and the gates from the 

holding pens to the feeding pens. Open panels could be used for the gate of 

the large corral, between the feeding pens and the large and small corrals, 

and as the means of forming tU H s is in the large and small corrals. To form 

these ltV 1Stl, a twelv^ foot panel Could be set up about six feet from the 

mouth of the chute and a small panel used to reach the chute. This small 

panel could be moved to either side of the chute so the sheep may be brought 

into the chute from either direction. Extra panels may be kept on hand to 

form a small crowding pen at the mouth of the chute. This crowding pen 

would be especially useful when the qheep were first started on the experi

ment, for weigh days, and for collection of blood samples.

The portable four-gate cutting unit could have all doors reversible.
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Large corral

Four-gate cutting unit with

all gates reversible
Holding
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t t I I

Panel construction
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Woven viire

Scale

Figure 11 —  Suggested corral design for separating and feeding 

nine groups of one hundred sheep each



With this-arrangement, a band of sheep could be separated into nine groups.

Four groups could be separated and five groups be allowed to go to the
/  /

small corral as the sheep were brought through the chute from the large 

corral. The separated groups could be fed and four more groups separated 

and the one control group allowed to go through to the large corral as the 

Sheep are brought back through the chute from .the small corral'.

To allow the operator of the cutting chute to move along the Wjaolax 

length of the. chute, swinging doors, approximately one foot wide, might be 

installed at the junction of the partition of the small holding pens on 

each side of the cutting gate unit.
"Care must be used in selection of a site for a chute in which sheep 

will have to travel in both directions.. Such a chute will work much better 

if it is onr the level.
The number of- she'ep per' treatment is arbitrary. The more sheep per

treatment, the more reliable will be the results. However, it may be

possible to have so many sheep that the size of corrals and the time of
i '..

handling the Sheep would be so great that the large numbers would be 

impractical. This design (Figure .11) is offered as an example; it may be 

modified for various numbers of sheep. These minimum space requirements 

should be kept in mind:

Large corral ■ —  5«5 square feet per sheep

Small corral — — 5«5 square feet per sheep

Small holding pens —  4«5 square feet per sheep

" Feeding pens —  11 square feet per sheep
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Troughs - - 10. Inchels of. length per sheep

Time spent handling the sheep is time that the sheep might normally 

-spend grazing. This objection is minimized by the three year comparison of 

Harris, et al., (1952). One group of sheep was handled and one group was 

not handled, and no significant difference was noted between the groups.

Information is lacking as-to the results of feeding sheep in this type 

of experiment every day or every other day. The signifIcance-of such a 

difference may well be great enough to warrant carrying out trials to deter

mine the production variability, if ■ any, of supplemental feeding at differ

ent time !intervals.

The order of feeding supplements to experimental,groups, in this 

method need hot remain constant. Bias may be introduced by continuing the 

same order of feeding throughout the experiment because of the time inter- . 

vals between feeding of groups. - The arrangement of the small holding pens 

and feeding pens is such as to facilitate any order of feeding of the four 

'groups in the small holding pens (Figure 11)» ,

To set up. a time rotation feeding plan for all groups would be diffi

cult as sheep develop habit patterns as to the method of cutting and cut

ting gates used. These habit patterns, when developed, act to speed the 

separating. To mix the rotation of cutting would slow the sheep separating 

operation greatly, both in confusing the' sheep and the man operating the 

cutting gates. With proper planning, it may be possible to set up four- 

group sections and to rotate sections.

Putting the sheep back into the large corral after feeding and holding
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them until all groups have been fed tends to eliminate any bias that may be 

introduced if each group was released to the range after feeding. With 

proper randomization- of the order of feedihg~of the groups, from day to day, 

the needof holding these sheep may be diminished. Most sheep hCrders will 

prefer to have the sheep released as one group,-. This preference of the 

herder may or may not be an important consideration.



CONCLUSIONS

The group feeding and range herding methods of experimenting with 

supplements for range sheep have wide.application^ especially because they 

apply closely to practical range sheep operations. The. relatively low. cost 

of operation- and flexibility of movement of the range herding and group 

feeding methods make them adaptable to any range area.
The numbers of sheep which may be used per treatment make "the value of 

the results of this type of experiment reliable.

The methods of handling the groups of sheep in the experiment can be 

made relatively uniform. This uniformity of handling.will minimize the 

variation between or among groups due to outside influences.
i

For practical results* which will have much importance in determining 

the most efficient supplementation for range sheep,■this type.of experiment 

will have to be carried out with many variations of supplements and seasons 

for several years and in many different range areas.
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